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  CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

This chapter is divided in two parts: conclusion and suggestion. The 

conclusion and suggestion consist of summary based on the result findings and 

discussion.       ‘  

5.1 Conclusion  

Based on the analysis in chapter IV  , I conclude  that there are some 

figures of speech in  the three songs of Taylor Swift . Further more  some depicted 

love in Taylor Swift songs.In details the finding can be stated as below :  

5.1.1  Taylor Swift’s songs contain various figure of speech  . It can be seen 

through the finding and discussion where the Taylor Swifth  are Alliteration, 

Assonance, Anaphora, Antithesis, Epiphora, Exclamation, Irony, Repetition, 

Simile, 

5.1.2  The messages of figure of speech in the three songs are different. There are 

many message are different from one song to song another. 

5.1.3 The love depicted in Taylor Swift’s song”Love story”You belong with 

me”Back to december”. As the result of this study shows that three songs of taylor 

swifth are the author’s express of her love to her beloved.  
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5.1.4  Meaning of Love in Taylor Swift’s songs  

Love story song about the author feeling. On the other hand,  This song 

about love. Taylor swift describe a girl who feel in love with her boyfriend at 

party and also her father disaproves of their relationship. Taylor swift write love 

story song use a source of inspiration like the romantic love story. For instance : 

Romeo and Juliet. This situation related romeo and juliet. But in the end They’re 

The author replaces form of Romeo and Juliet’s story with original tragic 

especially in the end happy ending.  In a fact, the lyric is from perspective of 

juliet.  The song also talks about Swift's father and also the author ignores her 

father's advice. The author writes this song about love in different way, but it 

really happens to author’s story. Moreover, the ending story Taylor really want 

someone to say, “I love you “. That’s involve the girly. So, love story involve 

eros. 

You belong with me song describe meaning of love sweet moments Taylor 

with her neighbour. She is wanting someone who is with this girl who doesn’t 

appreciate him. Swift was inspired to write "You Belong with Me" describe about 

teenager who falling in love with her neighbour.  In the case, her neighbour has 

girlfriend.  The author know two of them always  to spend time together . They 

always date everytime, They always share the same interests,so the author  feels 

jealous with this condition.  Their relationship very amazing because they’re fall 

in love. They’re touch and kiss in front of the author So, this condition makes the 

author r sad and disapointed. The boy wants explain about this condition but the 

author ignore. So this condition involve eros. 
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Back to December the message from that song is she ever apologizes to 

someone on last december. This song is about her relationship with Taylor 

Lautner. This Taylor’s song has some meaning for instance she remember and 

memories of the night about him. She still loves Lautner thinking back about their 

breakup. The author realize that Taylor Lautner is one of special boyfriend. Taylor 

Lautner who was incredible to her and also she realize that careless with him. 

December is the time when the author  make sweet moments with her boyfriend. 

She wants to look back Taylor Lautner. The author’s already mae up her mind. 

She always waiting but he never come.  
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5.2 Suggestion 

5.2.1 Figure of speech   

  There are many means of getting our knowledge wider and make this life 

of our more meaningful. Through analyzing the figure of speech  and depicted 

love  found in song lyrics is one option that we can choose from. In any case, lyric 

have contained many lessons to be learned for all. 

  Having studied the figure of speech on Taylor’s songs moreover, the 

writer suggest that see song is important because song as a medium of learning. 

Further more, the lyrics are the instument used to accompany a song. Lyric have 

many meaning to take advantage of life. For instance, lyric as expression of 

personal feeling.In any case, lyric be romantic,emotions,happiness and sadness. 

 

5.2.2 The love depicted in Taylor Swifts song” 

  After analyzing three song taken Taylor Swift’s song.The writer finds out 

that the types of love appears in those song. For instance : Eros and Mania. From 

these songs contains expressing a romantic love. All people get love need long 

time. Basically, love is part of  experienced the whole of  life. For instance: when 

you feels fall in love, broken heart and break up. So,love make you happy and 

sorrow. Eventhough, in the end love makes happily ever after. 

 

 

 

 


